LEGACY - TWO-WIRE FLUORESCENT MULTI-WAY ARCHITECTURAL DIMMER

ADFM | Wattstopper

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The ADFM-8A, ADFM-16A and ADFM277-10A Two-Wire Fluorescent Architectural Dimmers provide easy on/off and preset dimming control of two-wire dimmable fluorescent lighting loads via an on/off switch and a slider. Designed to replace a standard light switch or dimmer, they allow for ideal light levels regardless of the activity taking place in a room.

- High-capacity spec-grade dimmers for performance and energy savings
- Adjust light output to ideal levels with slider
- Adjustable low-end trim
- For single-pole or multi-way applications; no neutral required
- On/Off/Preset control
- Ideal for commercial applications; matching 120 and 277V models

SPECIFICATIONS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

MODELS

GENERAL INFO

Typical Applications: Indoor
Type: Fluorescent Multi Way
Special Features: No Neutral Required

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Load: 0.3-8A, 0.3-16A, 0.3-10A
Volts: 120VAC, 277VAC, 60Hz